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ABSTRACT: Image quality in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considerably affected by motion. Therefore,
motion is one of the most common sources of artifacts in contemporary cardiovascular MRI. Such artifacts in turn may
easily lead to misinterpretations in the images and a subsequent loss in diagnostic quality. Hence, there is considerable
research interest in strategies that help to overcome these limitations at minimal cost in time, spatial resolution, temporal
resolution, and signal-to-noise ratio. This review summarizes and discusses the three principal sources of motion: the
beating heart, the breathing lungs, and bulk patient movement. This is followed by a comprehensive overview of commonly used compensation strategies for these different types of motion. Finally, a summary and an outlook are provided.
KEY WORDS: magnetic resonance imaging, motion correction, gating, triggering, navigators
ABBREVIATIONS: 1D: one-dimensional; 2D: two-dimensional; 3D: three-dimensional; AP: anterior-posterior; bSSFP: balanced steady state free precession; CS: compressed sensing/compressive sampling; ECG: electrocardiogram;
FID: free induction decay; GW: gating window; KCL: k-space centerline; LAD: left anterior descending coronary artery; LV: left ventricle; MRA: magnetic resonance angiography; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NAV: navigator;
ONAV: orbital navigator; PROPELLER: periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction;
RCA: right coronary artery; RF: radiofrequency; RV: right ventricle; SI: superior-inferior; SNR: signal-to-noise ratio

I. THE EFFECT OF MOTION ON MRI
A. General Considerations
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a medical
imaging modality is unique since it is noninvasive,
safe, operates without ionizing radiation, and has
high soft-tissue contrast. Unfortunately, to obtain
adequate image quality, the duration of image acquisition may be relatively long. This is often in
conflict with patient motion. Motion leads to blurring in the images and results in discontinuities of
data in the Fourier domain (k-space), which leads to
additional image artifacts. This is not only detrimental to image quality, but also affects the diagnostic
quality of MRI. Therefore, there is substantial need
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to compensate for motion in MRI. To avoid adverse
effects of motion on image quality, the content of an
imaged volume should be rigid and motionless at
the time of image data acquisition. Simultaneously,
if the image data collection is not continuous, but
rather subdivided into multiple acquisitions or kspace segments acquired at different time points, it
is necessary that the imaged object always be in the
same position at the time of data collection. However, these two conditions are not always easily met
in vivo. Motion compensation techniques, therefore, adjust image acquisition strategies to satisfy
these conditions. Motion compensation approaches
that affect MRI data collection or reconstruction
are termed either prospective or retrospective. Using prospective techniques, a physiological trigger
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signal that is characteristic of a periodic event (for
example, the R-wave of the ECG or the diaphragm
position) is used to not only initiate image data collection, but also to modify it to a certain extent. For
example, if the displacement of the object relative
to the coordinates of the imaged slice is known, a
real-time adaptation of the slice position occurs. In
contrast, and using retrospective approaches, data
acquisition can no longer be influenced directly,
but sophisticated image reconstruction algorithms
are used to either reorder k-space segments or to
account for object motion. Prospective strategies,
although powerful, often suffer from time-efficiency limitations since time is lost through waiting for
the trigger signal. Using retrospective strategies,
such inefficiency can be avoided to a large degree,
but image data acquisition can no longer be influenced, and correction schemes may introduce additional image artifacts that have to be considered.
For in vivo MRI, motion can be divided into
three main categories: cardiac motion, respiratory
motion, and bulk motion. The two former components are periodic, substantial, and relatively predictable, while their suppression is important for
thoracic (e.g., the heart and lungs) and abdominal
(e.g., the kidneys, liver, and intestines) imaging.
The latter, meanwhile, is usually a one-time event
that occurs randomly and in an unpredictable pattern. While it affects all in vivo MRI, it is of particular concern for brain imaging.
Since the aforementioned types of motion have
quite different origins and require individual compensation strategies, we will first discuss the origins of motion before motion compensation strategies are introduced. Supporting measures aimed
at minimizing the effects of motion will then be
discussed and are followed by a summary.
B. The Beating Heart
The motion of the heart has a cyclically repeating
pattern of contraction and relaxation. At rest, the
heart beats between 50 and 100 times per minute;1 this is normally the fastest movement that
MRI has to account for. If not compensated for,
it creates significant motion artifacts that lead to
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cardiac MR images with limited diagnostic value.
Each heartbeat or cardiac cycle is divided in two
phases: systole and diastole. Systole consists of
the contraction of the heart muscle, while diastole
consists of the relaxation of the heart muscle and
the subsequent rest period, of which the length depends on the heart rate. If the heart rate increases,
it is mainly diastole that shortens; the duration of
systole remains almost unchanged. During the cardiac cycle, there are two periods of minimal heart
motion: one at end systole and one during mid-diastole. These periods are commonly preferred for
anatomical MR imaging of the heart.
The contraction of the heart consists of several major components that occur almost simultaneously: a shortening of both the left and right
ventricles (LV and RV) in the long axis direction,
a circumferential shortening of the ventricles and
wall thickening, and a “wringing” motion of the
LV, which consists of a clockwise rotation at its
base and a simultaneous counterclockwise rotation
at its apex2 (Fig. 1). Such motion can accurately
be quantified using advanced myocardial tagging
3–5
techniques, which label the magnetization (tagging) of the myocardium with a line or grid pattern prior to imaging at multiple time points in the
cardiac cycle. Several studies have been performed
to assess the left ventricular velocities and resulted
in a maximum longitudinal velocity of 140 ± 40
mm/s,6 and a maximum radial velocity of 51 ± 18
mm/s.7,8
The specific motion of the coronary arteries
has been studied as well (Fig. 2), mainly to determine when in the cardiac cycle coronary motion is
minimal, and for how long this period lasts. Wang
et al.9 demonstrated that the duration of this period
varies from 66 to 333 ms and decreases with higher heart rates. Moreover, they found that the right
coronary artery (RCA) moves more than twice
as much as the left coronary arteries, while also
reaching higher velocities. Because coronaries do
not move uniformly, Johnson et al.10 focused their
work on studying the motion of individual coronary segments. They noted that there is a diastolic
window of from 71 to 76% of the cardiac cycle
during which the ensemble of all the coronaries
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FIGURE 1: Illustration of the complex contraction and relaxation pattern of the heart. (a) Three-dimensional displacement of an equatorial cardiac short-axis slice with zHARP imaging and analysis. The slice itself (with the myocardium in the center) is displayed in its position at end systole, which is approximately 350 ms after the R-wave,
and demonstrates maximum circumferential contraction. Lines represent the trajectory of pooled material points
through time, while the colored segments indicate the incremental displacement during different cardiac phases. (b)
The same slice as seen from the side, displaying the extent of through-plane motion. (Adapted and reprinted with
permission from Ref. 118.)

a)

b)

FIGURE 2: Assessment of coronary artery velocity and the relation of its rest period to the RR-interval duration. (a)
In-plane diastolic velocities (cm/s, mean ± standard deviation) of the proximal right (RCA) and left (LAD) coronary
arteries of 25 subjects. The time in the cardiac cycle is shown as percentage of the RR interval. The curves are interpolated to provide increased temporal resolution. (b) The relationships between the duration of the RCA rest period
(ms) and the RR interval (s). The lines are least-squares linear regression fits for RR intervals <0.87 s and >0.97 s,
respectively. (Adapted and reprinted with permission from Ref. 20.)
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has the smallest range of movement. Knowing
the length and temporal position of the diastolic
rest period is thus essential for the optimization of
high-resolution cardiac and coronary MRI.
C. The Breathing Lungs
The respiratory cycle lasts around 4–5 s at rest,
and characterizes the tidal movement of respiratory structures such as chest wall and diaphragm.
The movement of both these structures directly affects thoracic and abdominal motion, and because
of the magnitude of this displacement, respiratory
motion is one of the major challenges in cardiac
and abdominal MRI; even more so in coronary
or scar MRI, where higher spatial resolution is
required. We will therefore focus this section on
describing the influences of respiratory motion on
that of the heart.
Wang et al.11 reported that the respiratory motion of the heart approximates a global translation
in the superior-inferior (SI) direction, which is linearly related to the SI motion of the diaphragm.
Since coronary imaging is one of the imaging techniques that is mostly affected by respiratory motion because of its need for high spatial resolution,
specific correction factors were estimated for the
RCA and the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, which were 0.57 and 0.7, respectively,
although these values were found to vary widely
among subjects.12 A later study by Nehrke et al.13
found a similar correlation in SI direction between
the dome of the right hemidiaphragm and the left
ventricle for four volunteers. However, besides
confirming a linear relationship and correction factors (0.46–0.99), hysteretic loops (i.e., a lagging
effect) with different paths for inspiration and expiration were also reported (Fig. 3).
These results thus indicate that a certain diaphragmatic position in the middle of a specific
respiratory phase can correspond to two different
heart positions. Moreover, the same counterclockwise advancement through the hysteretic loop was
observed in all volunteers, which corresponds with
a time lag of the respiratory-induced motion of the
heart relative to that of the diaphragm. This was at-
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tributed both to different muscles that contract during respiration and to the viscoelastic properties of
the lungs. The hysteretic effect may thus have serious consequences for the accuracy and reliability
of gating and motion-correction schemes for cardiac MRI.
Results obtained in the anterior-posterior (AP)
direction, i.e., between the chest and heart, show
the same hysteretic behavior, but in a less pronounced manner. A study of respiratory-induced
motion of the heart using rigid and nonrigid transformation parameters generated at various breathhold positions was carried out by McLeish et al.14
They demonstrated that the largest component of
motion is in the inferior direction during inspiration, while the range of diaphragm displacement is
up to 40 mm with a large standard deviation, which
suggests a high intersubject variability. However,
much smaller values were found when applying
the same transformations to free-breathing15 data,
suggesting that the breath-hold positions that were
used exceed the range of normal tidal breathing or
that there was residual diaphragmatic motion during acquisition.16
D. Bulk Motion
Bulk motion consists of the rigid translation and
rotation of the part of the body that is being imaged, and is mostly caused by voluntary or involuntary patient movement. For MRI of most parts
of the anatomy, it is avoided purely by patient
cooperation, while anesthesia can be applied to
pediatric or uncooperative patients. The patient
is often assisted in avoiding motion by restriction
of the movement of the imaged anatomy through
cushioning or by being placed into a RF coil with
a shape that inhibits movement. However, in the
case of high spatial resolution imaging sequences
with a long duration or in certain patients, this
level of cooperation might not easily be possible
and, therefore, compensation strategies for such
bulk motion are necessary. The main difference
between bulk motion and respiratory or cardiac
motion is therefore that the movement is not necessarily periodic in nature and both its timing and
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FIGURE 3: Histogram plots of cardiac displacement (heart) as a function of respiration-induced diaphragmatic motion (diaphragm) of respiration obtained in four healthy adult volunteers show considerable variability. Dark squares
indicate many counts, while lighter squares indicate fewer counts. The straight lines are linear fits to the data [cf =
correction factor (slope) sparsity, r = correlation coefficient]. Bottom right: The direction of the hysteresis is always
counterclockwise. Bottom left: The dotted lines depict the mapping of a 5 mm diaphragmatic gating window (horizontal double-headed arrow) onto the corresponding cardiac displacement range (vertical double-headed arrow).
(Adapted and reprinted with permission from Ref. 13.)

extent are not easily predictable.
Because bulk motion is usually rigid (i.e.,
there is no deformation of the object of interest),
the motion can be described by six degrees of freedom (three for rotation and three for translation).17
This in turn means that a high degree of modeling
of the movement is possible and that a complete
description of the motion that needs to be corrected
for can be provided should these six parameters be
adequately determined. Bulk motion compensation schemes are most commonly applied to brainimaging pulse sequences where the coregistration
of different parts of k-space needs to be highly
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accurate; high-resolution structural imaging and
functional MRI are example applications.
II. COMPENSATING FOR
CARDIAC MOTION
A. Triggering on the Electrocardiogram
High-resolution anatomic cardiac imaging can be
performed during one of the previously discussed
cardiac rest periods to minimize the effects of cardiac motion during image acquisition. To this end,
data is commonly acquired using electrocardio-
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FIGURE 4: Schematic representation of an ECG-triggered segmented k-space acquisition. After detection of the
R-wave (small red triangles), a trigger delay follows, after which data are acquired during an acquisition window in
the user-selected phase of the cardiac cycle. In this example, the acquisition occurs during the mid-diastolic rest
period. Only a segment of k-space is acquired during each acquisition window. Therefore, filling k-space requires
acquisition during multiple heartbeats.

gram (ECG) triggering. The main characteristics
of an ECG are three so-called waves: a smaller Pwave that is caused by atrial depolarization, a large
R-wave that is caused by the depolarization of the
ventricles, and a T-wave that is caused by repolarization of the ventricles.18 The pulse sequence is
synchronized with the R-wave of the ECG and,
therefore, data acquisition is synchronized with the
heartbeat (Fig. 4). The duration of the rest period
is usually not sufficient to collect all the data in
k-space. Therefore, data are collected over multiple cardiac cycles in a segmented fashion. The
duration of the acquisition window must be long
enough to minimize scan time, but short enough to
minimize cardiac motion during image data acquisition (Fig. 5).
In prospective cine imaging, theECG-triggered pulse sequence groups a continuous series
of segmented acquisitions in bins at a certain time
point within the cardiac cycle, and a movie is obtained in which the frames represent the different
phases of the cardiac cycle. For retrospective cine
imaging, on the other hand, GRE or bSSFP images are continuously acquired and retrospectively
binned according to an ECG-related time stamp.19
Although it puts higher demands on the stability

of the imaging sequence, the latter technique has
the dual advantages that it can maintain the steady
state for bSSFP imaging while simultaneously allowing access to late diastolic frames in the cardiac
cycle, which is often missed by prospective gating
(Fig. 6).
In general, the time of the least cardiac motion and thus the trigger delay can be estimated
from a patient’s heart rate20 or visually determined
from a cine sequence (Fig. 6).21 Alternatively, the
use of automated algorithms for the detection of
the period of minimal myocardial motion has been
suggested.22–24 The subsequent scans can then be
tailored for data acquisition to occur only during
this predefined quiescent period (Fig. 4). Typically,
a period of minimal myocardial motion occurs in
late diastole,25 although end-systolic imaging may
be preferable in patients with high heart rates.26,27
While ECG triggering is the workhorse of cardiac MRI, it is also applied in peripheral organs
where the pulsatility of the blood causes unwanted
artifacts, such as in carotid imaging 28 or cerebral
blood flow measurements.29
Considerable ECG-signal degradation may occur because of radiofrequency (RF) fields and gradient -switching. Moreover, the so-called magneto-
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a)

b)

FIGURE 5: The effect of ECG triggering on cardiac MR images acquired during free breathing. (a) Axial cardiac
image at the level of the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery without cardiac motion correction. Several
larger structures can still be discerned, but overall the image is blurred and noisy. (b) The same anatomical level
as (a), but with ECG triggering. The LAD and other smaller structures can now be discerned, but there is a residual
blurriness in the image due to the lack of compensation for respiration motion.
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FIGURE 6: A series of 12 out of 24 retrospectively reconstructed cine frames of the heart in a short axis orientation
throughout the cardiac cycle of a healthy young volunteer (systole, frames 1–5; diastole, frames 6–12). After the
R-wave, the heart quickly contracts during systole, remains relatively quiescent during one or two frames (frames
4–5) at end systole before filling occurs in diastole. The heart also remains relatively quiescent during mid-diastole
(frames 9–11). The LAD and RCA can be observed as bright dots above and below the myocardium in the frames
where they are at rest (arrows).

hydrodynamic effect creates an artifactual voltage
overlaid on the T-wave of the ECG. This artifactual
augmentation of the T-wave may frequently mislead the R-wave detection algorithm to trigger the
acquisition on the T-wave instead of the R-wave,
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which results in serious artifacts on cardiac MR
images that are acquired with segmented k-space
acquisition techniques. Because this ECG artifact
increases with magnetic field strength, this presents a major challenge at 3T and beyond. Howev-
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FIGURE 7: The effect of diaphragmatic NAV gating with slice tracking on axial cardiac MR images. (a) The same
ECG-gated, free-breathing image as in Fig. 5(b). Blurring distorts the details of the finer structures. (b) Again, the
same anatomical level, but now with both ECG triggering and NAV gating. All structures are better defined and the
LAD can clearly be discerned. (c) Axial cardiac image at mid-ventricular level without respiratory motion correction.
The heart is again blurred and only large structures can be discerned. Ghosting artifacts of the subcutaneous fat can
be observed throughout the heart. (d) The same anatomical level as (c), but with NAV gating. The cardiac structures
are clearly defined. Conversely, the crossing 90 deg and 180 deg slices of the NAV can be observed at the level of
the right lung (arrows).

er, by analyzing the ECG vector in 3D space,30 the
true T-wave can be separated from an artifactual
T-wave augmentation, and more reliable R-wave
detection has shown to be feasible even at higher
magnetic field strengths.31.
B. Alternative Cardiac Trigger Sources
As an alternative to the ECG, several external triggering sources have been described, such as pulse

oximetry,32 the phonocardiogram,33 laser Doppler
velocimetry, and plethysmograph peripheral pulse
monitoring.34 In recent times, moreover, self-gating techniques have also emerged. Here, motion
information is directly extracted from parts of the
acquired image data themselves.35
C. Real-Time Imaging
Recent advances in hardware and software also
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allow image acquisition in real time, thus avoiding any sort of triggering. The use of short repetition times, radial k-space sampling trajectories and
nonlinear reconstruction36,37 enables the acquisition
of one image in only a few microseconds. In this
manner, a complete set of cine images can be obtained in one heartbeat. As always, compromises
between temporal resolution, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), and spatial resolution have to be considered. These techniques are therefore mostly suitable for applications where a high spatial or temporal resolution is not mandatory, and are often a
most valuable alternative in patients with arrhythmias or frequent ectopic beats.
III. COMPENSATING FOR RESPIRATORY
MOTION
A. Breath Holding
One of the simplest techniques for compensating
for respiratory motion is breath holding (BH). Using this approach, the acquisition of an image is
performed while the subject is asked to hold his
or her breath for 10–30 s. BH approaches offer the
advantage of rapid imaging, and are technically
easy to implement in compliant subjects. If the acquisition takes too long to fit within a single BH,
it is possible to use multiple BHs and to acquire

segments of k-space.38This is, for example, highly
suited for lung imaging with hyperpolarized xenon,
since the hyperpolarized signal will have decayed
after each BH.39 However, due to the relatively
poor reproducibility of sequential end-expiratory
BH positions, misregistration errors can be encountered.40,41 Furthermore, major patient and operator
involvement has to be considered if serial BHs are
required. Alternative BH techniques that extended
the duration of a BH using supplementary oxygen
or hyperventilation have also been described.42
However, all these schemes require patient cooperation, and are not always feasible for clinical use.
Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that
hypocapnia affects cardiovascular activity43 and
that residual respiratory motion is not completely
suppressed. Diaphragmatic drift is, in fact, also frequently observed during prolonged phases of BH 44
and adversely affects image quality.
B. Respiratory Navigators
As discussed above, the respiratory-induced motion extends in three dimensions, but the SI displacement is the largest component, indicating
that the motion can be compensated for to a large
degree with a 1D measure. For this reason, most
gating approaches measure the SI displacement of
the right hemidiaphragm as introduced by Ehman
Lung

a)

b)

Liver

FIGURE 8: Schematic for respiratory motion suppression using navigator gating. (a) When the diaphragmatic interface detected by the navigator (light blue rectangles) falls in the predefined gating window (green lines), the data
segment (dark blue rectangles) that is acquired immediately after the navigator is accepted for image reconstruction;
otherwise it is rejected and remeasured in the subsequent cardiac cycle. (b) Navigator display as visualized on the
console of the system. Time is on the x-axis and the navigator-detected lung-liver interface signal profile is displayed
on the y-axis. When the interface falls within the two green lines, data are accepted. The two red lines indicate the
region within which the detection algorithm searches for the interface.
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et. al.45 Using so-called “navigators” (NAVs), the
diaphragmatic SI displacement is monitored in
real time prior to image data acquisition through
registration of the displacement of the lung-liver
interface in 1D profiles (of the lung-liver interface
in SI direction). These 1D profiles are generated by
means of orthogonal slice-selective 90 deg and 180
deg pulses or, more recently, through the use of 2D
selective (pencil beam) excitations (Fig. 7).46
The position of the lung-liver interface just before image acquisition is thus obtained, and is used
to accept or reject the measured data with respect
to a reference state (Fig. 8). The gating window
(GW) is defined as the range of NAV-identified
interface positions within which subsequently acquired image data (k-space segment) are accepted
for reconstruction. Conversely, if the NAV-identified interface position falls outside of that range
or gating window, the image data are rejected, and
the k-space segment has to be measured again.
Typically, the width of the GW is selected by the
user and is 3–8 mm, while its position is either detected by automated algorithms or by the user as
well. The position of the GW is often set around
the end-expiratory level of the respiratory curve,
since it corresponds to a period of slow respiratory
motion and the end-expiratory position has a relatively high reproducibility.
The displacement measure obtained with the
NAV can also be used to perform prospective motion correction using slice tracking: here, the position of the acquisition volume is adjusted according
to the actual position of the NAV interface within
the GW (Fig. 8). Using this technique, the residual
respiration-induced displacement of the coronaries within the gating window can be accounted for,
and respiratory artifacts can be further reduced.
This technique was first developed with multiple
guided BHs47, and then extended to free breathing.46 For this approach, the use of a motion model
is required to properly map the diaphragmatic motion to that of the heart.11 The earlier-mentioned
correction factors for RCA and LAD motion relative to diaphragmatic motion that were reported
by Taylor et al.12 are commonly used as correction
factors for the slice-tracking technique.47,48
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Using slice tracking, a higher accuracy of the
imaged slice position can be obtained relative to the
object of interest. Simultaneously, this improved
accuracy enables the use of larger gating windows,
with a resultant reduction in scanning time. It has
to be considered, however, that the relationship
between diaphragmatic and heart displacement is
not linear, and the use of larger gating windows
may therefore lead to additional image artifacts.
Limitations of the technique may also be related
to hysteresis, as discussed above. However, if the
gating window is chosen sufficiently small, such
problems can be avoided to a large degree. This
type of NAV technology has not only been applied
to the heart, but also to other organs including the
intestines, kidneys,49 and lungs.50
The use of a left ventricular NAV51 theoretically helps to avoid the need for the above-described
motion model that maps the diaphragmatic to the
cardiac displacement, and hysteresis may no longer be an issue. However, and despite the theoretical advantage of a left ventricular NAV, to date,
there is no study that suggests that a cardiac NAV
leads to superior image quality when compared to
data acquired with its diaphragmatic counterpart.52
In order to account for the nonrigid nature of the
respiratory-induced motion of the heart, nonrigid
transformations have also been exploited as part of
motion compensation strategies in free-breathing,
high-resolution cardiovascular MRI.14,15 To this
end, low–spatial resolution prescans are performed
prior to the actual scan and used for parameter estimation of an affine motion model. At the end of
this preparatory phase, a motion vector field of the
heart is thus obtained, and its parameters are used
to correct respiratory-induced deformation of the
cardiac anatomy in high-resolution NAV-gated
scans. Here, the advantage is that nonrigid motion
is taken into account, and a wider gating window
can be allowed (20 mm versus a regular 5 mm, for
example), which substantially increases scan efficiency 53,54. However, while very sophisticated and
appealing, an advantage in image quality has not
been documented in patients with this technique to
our knowledge.
An alternative approach includes the frequen-
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FIGURE 9: Respiratory motion compensation through the use of subimages in an axial slice that contains a portion
of the left circumflex (LCX) coronal artery in a healthy volunteer. The acquired data are retrospectively sorted into
bins 1–6 according to the cardiac phase at the time of acquisition, after which a subimage is reconstructed from
each of these bins (the images on the left). Differences in the subimages due to respiration can be observed. All
subimages are then coregistered with bin 1 through affine transformation and summed, resulting in the sharp, highSNR image on the right. (Adapted and reprinted with permission from Ref. 78.)

cy-selective and exclusive excitation of the epicardial fat (which surrounds and moves together with
the coronary arteries) using so-called fat-navigator
echoes. This fat NAV is also placed just before
the image acquisition and collects multiple radial
spokes. Here, the respiratory-induced motion is
estimated directly from the object of interest, and
the data of Nguyen et al. suggest a higher image
quality and scan efficiency with respect to conventional diaphragmatic NAVs.55–57 Epicardial fat
NAVs have also successfully been used in coronary vessel wall imaging. To this end, a beat-tobeat respiratory motion compensation framework
was established by acquiring 3D fat-selective, lowresolution images in each cardiac cycle before the
acquisition of the segment that could be correlated
retrospectively to estimate the respiratory motion
pattern used for final motion correction and reconstruction of a fully sampled spiral data set.58,59 Another alternative respiration motion compensation
technique was proposed by Oshinski et al., who
used the signal of respiratory bellows and only accepted acquired data when the spirogram indicated
an end-expiration point in the respiratory cycle.60
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Clearly, the need for imaging during both a
short time window in the cardiac cycle and at end
expiration decreases the scan efficiency for coronary imaging dramatically. During free-breathing,
navigator-gated and -corrected 3D whole-heart
coronary MRA that lasts 10 min, a mere 10 s are
used for data collection or signal sampling. This
discrepancy leads to a <2% scan efficiency for
contemporary methods. This example illustrates
both the need and the potential for new methods
with dramatically improved scan efficiency.
C. Self-Navigated Approaches
In direct response to the above need, respiratory
motion compensation techniques that directly extract motion parameters from the imaging data
themselves rather than from NAVs have recently
been developed. These methods that also do not
use external devices are called self-navigated approaches. This has mostly been applied to cardiac
MRI, and first applications were reported for cine
imaging.61
When compared to more conventional NAVs,
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self-navigation affords a series of theoretical advantages. First, respiratory motion–induced displacement of the heart is directly obtained from
the object of interest, while avoiding indirect measurements or models that relate motion of the diaphragm to that of the heart. Second, there no longer
exists a delay between NAVs and imaging, which
critically supports imaging at higher spatial resolution.62 Third, scout scanning for NAV placement
can be avoided. And finally, the scan efficiency is
substantially improved.
One category of self-navigated approaches is
based on the oversampling of k-space centerline
(KCL); in the work of Kim et al.63 the information obtained from these profiles was initially used
to extract a cardiac and respiratory gating signal
in order to perform gating-free acquisitions of the
heart and later also found application in abdominal
imaging with the work of Brau et al.64 More recently, the method has been successfully applied to
high-resolution coronary angiography.65
In KCL-oversampled self-navigation, the displacement relative to a reference position is computed off line (retrospectively), meaning that the
acquisition can be performed with near-100% scan
efficiency and thus results in a direct motion estimation of the heart itself as well as a substantial

a)

decrease in scan time. The method exploits the advantageous motion robustness of the radial sampling scheme, and performs respiratory motion
suppression with a simple rigid-body motion correction. There are, however, several drawbacks to
using this technique. Similar to regular NAV, the
KCLs do not provide information about motion occurring in perpendicular directions. Furthermore,
when using KCLs to estimate the position of the
heart, it is assumed that other background structures do not influence this estimation. In practice,
however, these background structures are static objects that do not vary their position over different
central echoes such as the heart does; their presence
can thus bias the displacement estimation. In order
to cope with this drawback, Lai et al.66 proposed
using the least-squares error between the KCLs to
extract the motion. In further work, the same group
improved the suppression of background structures by also acquiring a second anterior-posterior
projection (prior to high–spatial resolution data acquisition) from which they extracted the in-plane
motion,67 while they later extended this translation
correction to the third dimension.68 KCLs were
also exploited in cine imaging to perform real-time
respiratory self-gating for whole-heart cine MRI69
and were filtered in real time to extract cardiac and

b)

FIGURE 10: The effect of bulk motion on brain MR images. (a) Image without motion correction. Ghosting artifacts
can be observed in front of the head, while the nasal cavity is highly distorted and the gray and white matter in the
cortex are blurred. (b) The same slice with interscan motion correction. The gray and white matter in the cortex are
now more sharply delineated.
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a)

b)

c)

FIGURE 11: K-space trajectories of different navigator techniques. (a) The orbital (ONAV) readout, a, is able to detect
translational and rotational in-plane bulk motion. (b) To also take into account movements orthogonal to the image
plane, this is extended to spherical trajectory (SNAV). (c) The cloverleaf technique is able to detect 3D translation
and rotation very rapidly; in addition, frequency shifts can be derived from the k-space center, which is sampled three
times. The small “loopings” at the end of the linear segments are added to reduce the maximal gradient slew rates.

respiratory patterns to perform fully gatingfree dynamic acquisitions.70–72
A second self-navigation technique involves
the reconstruction of low-resolution images from
the fully sampled k-space center in radial cardiac
acquisitions61 or PROPELLER to compensate for
bulk motion occurring in brain imaging.73 In coronary MRA, low-resolution images were used for
respiratory motion compensation in two dimensions (SI and AP).74
Another method to obtain motion information
from the original MR data consists of reconstructing data segments that belong to the final image.
A series of aliased images that are heavily undersampled are thus obtained, but these can be used for
motion detection by applying a motion-tracking
method such as image coregistration or cross-correlation. In the case of ECG-gated cardiac MRI,
these aliased images, also called subimages, can
be obtained by reconstructing each data segment
independently and performing a beat-to-beat motion detection or by binning together segment data
that belong to the same respiratory phase (Fig. 9).
Non-Cartesian sampling methods are well suited
for this type of self-navigation: subimages have
been reconstructed from interleaved 2D radial acquisitions to compensate for motion in knee imag-
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ing75 and cardiac imaging76, while undersampled
subimages from spiral interleaves77 and 3D radial
sampling patterns78 for free-breathing, whole-heart
coronary angiography have also been described.
Furthermore, as was proposed by McLeish et
al.,14 respiratory motion can also be compensated
with nonrigid transformations that better model the
physiological motion. This has been applied to delayed enhanced cardiac MRI,79 as well as to wholeheart coronary MRA80 to our knowledge.
IV. COMPENSATING FOR BULK MOTION
The goal of bulk motion compensation can be divided into two types: intrascan compensations,
which compensate for motion within one readout,
and interscan compensations, which compensate
for motion among readouts. Intrascan compensation techniques detect changes within a single kspace line or echo planar imaging shot and direct
the pulse sequence to reacquire the line or shot in
question if motion was detected. However, since
most modern pulse sequences have very short acquisition times, intrascan motion compensation is
usually safely ignored.
Interscan motion compensation techniques can
either be used to indicate that a k-space segment
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should be reacquired when motion is detected or,
since the exact rotational and translational motion
can quite accurately be deduced, to adapt the pulse
sequence such that it still acquires the original volume of interest (Fig. 10).

This idea was then expanded to three dimensions
by Ward et al.83 by simply acquiring three orthogonal ONAVs, thus obtaining 3D motion detection at
the expense of a time increase to 160 ms for acquisition and analysis.

A. Bulk Motion Navigators

2. Three-Dimensional Navigators

1. One- and Two-Dimensional Navigators

The first NAV to use a 3D trajectory through kspace was the spherical navigator (SNAV), which
consisted of two helical spiral trajectories that are
again compared to a reference scan with a precision of 0.4 mm and 0.26 deg84 [Fig 11(b)]. This
technique was further optimized in subsequent
publications85, until a NAV that only scans the “polar caps,” dubbed pNAV, reduced the acquisition
time to 100 ms.86
A different optimization step was performed
to obtain so-called cloverleaf navigators.87 Here,
three orthogonal partial ONAVs are used in combination with three orthogonal linear NAVs to obtain a 3D description of motion [Fig. 11(c)]. This
very short k-space trajectory lasts only 4.2 ms and
could therefore be implemented before and after
3D segmented k-space gradient echo imaging. To
account for unknown k-space content beyond the
trajectory, a 12 s prescan map was utilized.
3D NAVs are of course not limited to k-space
only. In the case of fast 2D echo planar images
(EPIs), the entire image can be used as a NAV,88
which leads to model-less self-navigation as described before.

Similar to the NAVs discussed for respiratory motion compensation, NAVs can also be used for
bulk motion compensation. Since most noncardiac acquisition is not segmented, a NAV module
will usually need to be placed within the pulse sequence, i.e., within each repetition time. However,
since bulk motion can be completely described by
six degrees of freedom, 2D and 3D NAVs that can
measure and compensate for movements within
minimal time have been developed.
A relatively straightforward implementation is
often used in carotid imaging, where swallowing
can corrupt the acquisition of high-resolution images of atherosclerotic plaque at the level of the
bifurcations. To prevent this, a 1D NAV is placed
on the back of the tongue;28 when a nonstandard
NAV position is detected, the corresponding data
segment is rejected for reconstruction and will be
acquired again later.
After the introduction of a 1D NAV for respiration as mentioned earlier45, a small phase offset
was added by Kadah et al.81 to obtain a 2D-sensitive
NAV, which they named a floating NAV (FNAV)
echo. While its acquisition is quite fast and uses
minimal signal, this technique is however only capable of measuring translation. Rotation can also
be measured with the orbital navigator (ONAV)82.
Here, a circular trajectory in k-space is acquired
using two simultaneous sinusoid gradients, leading
to a fully 2D NAV [Fig. 11(a)]. After acquiring a
reference data set, both the rotation and translation
can be measured with an accuracy that depends
on the diameter of the circle in k-space, which is
competing with the ONAV duration. The main disadvantage of the technique is that it only detects
in-plane motion, albeit in a short time of 8.2 ms.

3. FID Navigators
Since it is essentially a free source of signal, the
free induction decay (FID) or DC signal of an imaging sequence has recently attracted considerable attention for its use in motion correction. The
FID is assumed to be constant once the system is
in steady state, and will change only when the effective magnetic field changes. In turn, this means
that it will change if the magnetic field is changed
due to displacement of the object in a gradient
field.89 Brau and Brittain expanded this to quantify
motion in a 2D plane by sampling four points in 20
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µs,(Ref. 90) and showed good agreement between
the FID NAV motion estimation and the signals of
the respiration bellows and peripheral pulse. Kober
et al. then expanded the technique to make use of
RF coil arrays, where multiple FIDs with different
spatial sources (the individual coil elements) are
collected at the same time, thus providing a more
detailed description of the motion.91,92
B. External Tracking
As an alternative to adding NAV modules to the
pulse sequence, which requires extra scan time and
often increases SAR deposition, several groups
have proposed using a setup of external devices
to track the bulk motion of the patient. These devices couple any detected motion back to the MR
scanner for prospective correction. Some of the external tracking strategies that have been proposed
include using ultrasound guidance,93 ultrawide
band radar,94 infrared tracking devices,95 gradientinduced signal in electrodes,96 active microcoils,97
or spectroscopy to determine the angle of rotation
of a crystal containing deuterium.98 Although these
approaches may allow for real-time motion correction by prospectively adjusting magnetic field gradients and RF pulses, their added complexity may
be a significant disadvantage.
While none of these interesting techniques
have achieved widespread clinical acceptance
yet, optical tracking methods (visual or infrared)
remain the most active areas of research. Optical
methods use markers that are either attached directly to the subject or, more commonly, via a rigid
prosthetic. Cameras track the change in position of
these markers, transmitting positional and/or angular data (with the previously mentioned six degrees
of freedom) to a processing module, which adjusts
scanning parameters accordingly.99
V. SUPPORTING IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to the motion correction and compensation schemes discussed above, there are several
pulse sequence elements that do not compensate
for motion per se, but significantly improve mo-
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tion suppression. Since they are easy to overlook,
a short overview will be given here.
A. Cancellation of Unwanted Signal
1. Fat Saturation
K-space–based compensation strategies often
make use of motion-induced frequency or phase
shifts. As such, off-resonant tissue components in
the FOV can impede their success. It is thus useful to suppress the proton signal from adipose tissue (fat), which has a chemical shift of 3.5 ppm
(~220 Hz at 1.5T). This suppression is commonly
achieved using one of three methods:100 inversionrecovery imaging (e.g., STIR), opposed-phase imaging, or, most commonly, frequency-selective fat
saturation. Furthermore, and especially in the case
of slice tracking, the imaged volume remains stationary relative to the object of interest. However,
this makes the chest wall appear as a moving object. Therefore, motion artifacts that originate from
the chest wall are expected and are even amplified
if there is a strong signal from nonsuppressed subcutaneous fat. Therefore, adequate fat suppression
may help minimize motion artifacts.
2. Saturation Bands
In addition to exploiting relaxation or frequency
differences for fat suppression, it is possible to
simply suppress all signals from a given anatomical location. By selectively exciting a slab of tissue
and subsequently applying a dephasing gradient,
all signals from that area can be spoiled.101 Besides improving motion correction strategies, and
similar to the fat saturation described above, this
approach helps to minimize motion artifacts from
tissue that is nonstationary relative to the imaged
slice position.
3. Local Excitation
Correcting for multiple sources of independent
motion, such as in free-breathing cardiac imaging,
for example, makes it difficult to use many of the
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correction strategies described earlier most effectively. The rigid-body approximation fails in these
cases, which results in residual motion artifacts
even after correction. Gating thus becomes mandatory. An alternative approach is to reduce the signal
from unwanted tissue by using spatially selective
excitation.102
Conventional slice selection uses a sinc-shaped
RF pulse, applied during a constant gradient. Conversely, inner volume approaches103 may be used
to minimize spurious signals from outside the area
of interest, or a cylinder may be excited by using a
so-called jinc-shaped RF pulse that is applied during a spiral gradient. In fact, a variety of excitation geometries are possible and can be designed
using, for example, the Shinnar-LeRoux algorithm
described by Pauly et al.104 Using such selective
excitation reduces the k-space contribution of unwanted tissues, allowing for more accurate motion
correction strategies.105
B. Compressed Sensing
There is substantial research effort directed toward
methods aimed at reducing the amount of acquired
data without degrading image quality in order to reduce the image acquisition time and thus sensitivity to motion. All efforts at this type of reduced (or
sparse) data acquisition can be called compressed
sensing or compressive sampling (CS). Such developments are inspired by the fact that MRI data
are often redundant to a significant degree. This redundancy can be a known or modeled signal property such as a spatial-temporal correlation106–108 or
a redundancy that is learned and extracted from the
data themselves.109–111
The underlying principle is that most MR images are sparse in an appropriate transform domain. Angiograms, for example, primarily contain
contrast-enhanced blood vessels in a large void,
and already look sparse in the image representation. More complex imagery, such as brain images,
can be made sparse by transforming the image into
another domain such as the wavelet domain. Dynamic MR images are highly compressible as well:
the quasi periodicity of heart images, for example,
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leads to a sparse temporal Fourier transform. The
sparsity of MR images in conjunction with the linear encoding inherent to the MR signal acquisition
are two key properties that enable CS in MRI and
thus enable the reconstruction of an image from
k-space samples that do not necessarily fulfill the
Nyquist criterion.
CS techniques were initially adopted for static
MR imaging by Lustig et al.112 A prominent application of these techniques is dynamic imaging
of the heart: in this case, a dynamic image of the
heart is a composite of several quasi-static images
(k-space segments) acquired over time.113,114 Here,
sparsity can often be found in the evolution of the
signal intensity of a given voxel through the frames
when this voxel is analyzed in the time-frequency
domain. In whole-heart coronary MRA, CS can
also be applied to overcome the strict constraints
that are set by motion, thus allowing the acquisition of a whole-heart volume in one breath hold,115
or it can be used to compensate for respiratory motion in free-breathing acquisitions.116,117
VI. SUMMARY
As described in this article, motion compensation
aims to reduce motion artifacts in MR imaging,
with the ultimate goal of improving diagnostic
image quality. The primary target applications include cardiac imaging and various forms of abdominal imaging. Although the development of
novel and advanced motion compensation strategies remains a very active field of research, many
highly effective motion suppression techniques
have been developed and are already available on
commercial MR scanners. However, with the advent of high-field systems and the new promise of
higher spatial resolution (secondary to improved
SNR), it remains to be ensured that the effectiveness and accuracy of the motion suppression accounts for the smaller voxel size. Simultaneously,
as both advanced scanner hardware and software
support imaging at improved spatial resolution,
motion compensation techniques have begun to attract attention for areas outside the heart as well.
At present, an impressive number of novel and
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innovative motion suppression approaches are being published in the leading journals of the field,
and improving scan efficiency in high-resolution
cardiac MRI is among the main targets. Fortunately, this continuous progress will undoubtedly
advance the value of MRI in general.
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